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The Nature Environment and Wildlife Filmmakers Congress was 

established in 2017, with the inaugural event having taken place in Durban, 
South Africa between the 10th and 14th of July 2017. The congress was 

held at the Durban Botanic Gardens. 
The inaugural Congress boasts an average attendance of 200 delegates.

Some of this year’s highlights included special presentations and key notes 
by Dan Salerno (Vice President of Programming at National Geographic 

Global Channels), Michael Rosenfeld (Head of Production at Twin Cities PBS 
and outgoing Chairperson of the Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival),

renowned award-winning South African wildlife filmmaker, Peter Lamberti 
and major international producers and distributors of natural history content, 

Off The Fence. 

A major success of the inaugural congress was the launch of the N.E.W Pitch 
Competition, a category of the NEWF Development Fund. The documentary 
short film pitching competition is targeted at emerging nature, environment 

and wildlife filmmakers, providing them with coaching and experience in 
pitching, as well as the opportunity to win one of four(+/- $4000 or R 50 000) 

prizes to develop and produce a short film in this genre. 
Required to produce their short film within a year they have access to and 
are mentored by seasoned industry professionals during this period and to 

enable distribution, the 4 shorts are combined into a 1 hour TV special 
broadcast as a once off licence on our national free to air network. The 

success of this year’s N.E.W. Pitch Competition has ensured that it will now 
become one of the annual components of the NEWF Congress.

2017 BUZZWORD:  INCLUSION

200+
DELEGATES 40+ SCIENTISTS   &

CONSERVATIONISTS50+
EMERGING & STUDENT
FILMMAKERS

20+ PROFESSIONAL
FILMMAKERS

BROADCASTERS

FUNDERS

DISTRIBUTORS
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Sibusiso “The Lion” Vilane

OIB (Order of Ikhamanga)

The NEWF Congress has the support of celebrated South African hero, adventurer, 
inspirational speaker and author, Sibusiso Vilane.

He has successfully completed the Three pole challenge – the South Pole, North Pole 
and Mount Everest, becoming the first Black African to achieve this.  He further holds 

the distinction as the first black person who conquered all 7 highest peaks of the 7 
continents of the world. 

From humble beginnings of starting school at the age of 10 to being a game ranger 
to standing tall at the roof top of the world, story of Sibusiso Vilane is truly inspiring, 

hailed as a real hero by global icon President Nelson Mandela.

In the words of Sibusiso Vilane, 

“Our African stories of adventure, conservation, environment and
natural history are fascinating and unique. It is our duty to 
document these and tell the world about them ourselves”. 

(NEWF Congress 2017)
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As Vice President of Global Programming, Salerno focuses on programming, 
development, and strategy for National Geographic and Nat Geo Wild’s 

international channels. He also manages a range of the US Channel’s strategic
programming initiatives including Safari Live and the Westminster Dog Show. Prior 
to joining the Global Programming team, Salerno led Programming and Strategy for 
Nat Geo Wild in the US. Salerno joined National Geographic from BBC Worldwide. 
Based in Miami, he was responsible for leading the strategic programming efforts for 

BBC’s global channels in Latin America. Previously, he served as Senior Vice 
President of Programming, Production, and Development for Fuse, a music channel 
in NY. He was also the senior analyst for CableU. Salerno started his career as part of 

the original launch team of The Discovery Channel, and later, with its sister 
channels TLC, Animal Planet, Travel, Discovery Health, Military, Home, & Science. 
Working across all aspects of Programming, he counts Planet Earth, Walking with 

Dinosaurs, Mythbusters, and Shark Week amongst his favorite programming 
milestones during his tenure.

Twin Cities PBS & Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival

Michael Rosenfeld is an award-winning filmmaker and writer with extensive 
leadership experience in documentary production and digital media. As an 

executive producer and production company president, he has helmed a number 
of legendary franchises, including National Geographic Explorer and the National 
Geographic Specials. In a career spanning network, cable, and public television, 
Rosenfeld won or led teams that won hundreds of industry awards, including the 
Peabody and 40 News & Documentary Emmy Awards. He currently serves as Head 

of National Production for Twin Cities PBS.  
As Chairman of the Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival, Rosenfeld was instrumental 
in launching the Science Media Awards and Symposium (SMASH) in partnership 
with PBS. Under his leadership, Jackson also grew to include a regular conservation 

summit, bringing filmmakers and conservationists together.
In his current role at Twin Cities PBS, Rosenfeld oversees all aspects of the station’s 

national production, including specials and multi-part series.

DAN SALERNO
National Geographic
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PETER LAMBERTI
Lion Mountain Media & Aquavision

Founder and CEO of both Lion Mountain Media and Aquavision TV Productions, 
Peter leads his team with skill and enthusiasm in their endless pursuit of new stories, 
ideas, business opportunities and partnerships. Peter’s vision and creative drive is 
the foundation on which the success of both companies rests.  Peter Lamberti is an 
established and award winning South African cinematographer who has produced 
natural history content for National Geographic, Smithsonian Channel, Animal  

Planet, Discovery Channel, MNET and SABC amongst others.

Off the Fence Productions is an award-winning producer of factual television and 
digital cinema content, which is broadcast worldwide. Our production company 
has created almost 400 hours of television content for a wide range of international 

broadcasters including History Channel, MTV, BBC, Channel 4, MSNBC, PBS, 
National Geographic Channel, Discovery, Netflix and The Weather Channel.

Their films aim to give a fresh perspective and high production values across a 
range of genres that include: science, history, adventure, human stories, and natural
history.  The creative team have been recognised by more than 80 awards, including 

Royal Television Society, Emmy, Golden Panda and Grand Teton. 

Sherene Kingma – Head of Production, OTF Cape Town
                 Sherene takes care of the operational and management side of the           
    Cape Town Office. Sherene joined Off the Fence in 2010, she has 8  
    years of experience in the commercials industry and performing arts. 
-         Her background is production and financial management. She has worked 

on productions for National Geographic, History Channel, Blue Ant Media & 
Smithsonian.  Having recently delivered 80 Epsiodes of 4K Wildlife to Blue Ant 

& Smithsonian which she managed from bidding stage to final delivery. Sherene 
worked on the Reality Series “ Bud House” in 2010 for RSA Films USA.

Charlie Luckock – Producer & Director, OTF Cape Town
After achieving a Bachelor of Science with Honours in Zoology, 

Charlie has spent over 8 years producing and directing 
documentaries across the world, working with channels such as National 

Geographic, Discovery Channel, Animal Planet, Smithsonian Earth, Love Nature 
and NHK. Based in Cape Town, he most recently oversaw the largest 4K wildlife 

production ever produced in Africa, in which his team produced 80 hours of 
content for the international market. Charlie continues to produce, write and 

develop high quality documentaries and is always on the lookout for new ideas.

OFF THE FENCE
Production & Distribution   I   Cape Town
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PROGRAMME FACILITATORS

JOLYNN MINNAAR
Director, Cinematograpger, Photographer

Award winning Unearthed filmmaker, dubbed as a “next generation Erin 
Brokovich”, Jolynn Minnaar is a dynamic, powerful young woman working on var-
ious important South African projects.  After graduating with distinction from the 
University of Cape Town with a triple major BA degree in Film, Media and Media 
Production, Jolynn specialised in cinematography and editing at AFDA, the South 
African School of Motion Picture Medium and Live Performance.  Jolynn works as a 
director, photographer and cinematographer as well as communications strategist 

in the local film and media industry.

Milly Takalani Mulaudzi is an award winning Producer and the Executive Producer of 
Tshedza Media. With a Bachelor of Arts majoring in Psychology and Sociology from 
the University of Pretoria, Takalani was drawn to the television industry quite early in 

her career path and ever since she has been hooked on telling stories. 
Since 2012 Tshedza Media has produced several documentary series that cover 

various topics like youth art forms (such as the SAFTA winning Best Youth 
Programme – 100% Youth, Freedom Is Not Free – a political documentary series 
that unpacks the flaws of democracy and an SABC 1 presenter-driven travel show 

“Come Again”.) 

TAKALANI MULAUDZI
Producer, Tshedza Media Owner

YOLANDA MOGATUSI
Writer, Creative Director, Producer

Yolanda Mogatusi is a multi-layered individual, with an entrepreneurial spirit, who 
seeks to one day be a power-player making the South African film industry a very 

viable career option to a free generation that will maintain and create new 
international standards in our burgeoning industry.  After the success of her short 

film Hair That Moves, Yolanda has gone on to develop Rapulani & Rapunzal.
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For 3 days we became Africa’s exclusive destination for the convergence 
of the worlds’ nature, environment & wildlife filmmakers, broadcast media

stakeholders, scientists and conservationists to engage in lively and
robust debate, informative panel sessions, case studies and networking.  

A 4th day was reserved for excursions to nature attractions.

PRESENTATIONS & PANEL DISCUSSIONS:

The sessions entailed various topics centred on trends, distribution platforms, funding 
and topical conservation matters which are facilitated and presented by either an 

individual or a panel of experts, followed by a Q & A.  

Under The Baobab Tree

Beyond the Technical:  Funding & Distribution

New Perspectives:  Scientist Tell Your Story

Case Study

The aim of these discussions would be to create dialogue around topical issues per-
taining to the natural, environmental and wildlife filmmaking landscape. This platform 
also endeavours to keep filmmakers abreast with trends and innovations throughout 
the production value chain, integral to the successful delivery on content within the 

industry.

What are they looking for and what to them makes for engaging viewing?  These 
sessions are designed for Funders, Broadcasters and Distributors to inform filmmakers/

content creators as to what they are looking for when they fund, commission and/or 
broadcast natural history and environmental content.  Although relevant submission 
guidelines will be outlined, broadcasters may benchmark their most successful pro-

gramming and filmmakers constructively engage with the panel for solutions to meet 
broadcasters’ needs beyond their technical criteria.

Often scientists are so focused in their field of study and 
conservationists are consumed with efforts to save wildlife and resources that they are 
usually unaware of how fascinating their work actually is. Conversely a major challenge 
for filmmakers is access to story coupled with credible scientific data to support these 
stories. The NEWF Congress becomes a platform for scientists and conservationists to 
present their fields of work potentially creating new perspectives for the development 

of natural history and environmental content.

These sessions are designed to excite and stimulate both seasoned and aspiring 
filmmakers alike by providing seminars presented by an industry expert/filmmaker on 

a particular film and/or topic.  The aim is to impart knowledge and give participants an 
opportunity to engage with presenter/s on specific thematic, technical or operational 

aspects of the particular film/filmmaking expertise.  



Get to the know the NEWF Congress

9:00 - 9:20

9:30 - 10:20

Under the Baobab Tree with Michael Rosenfeld
(Chairperson - Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival, Head of Production - Twin Cities PBS)

10:35 - 11:25

Funding & Distribution:  Beyond the Technical
Unpacking Funding in The South African Landscape

15:40 - 16:30

New Perspectives: Scientist Tell Your Story
Wildlife Untouched

17:30 for 18:00

Opening Night Film & Fashion Show

Deadly Summer
a film by Peter Lamberti

11:40 - 12:30

Case Study
Blood Lions (2015)

14:35 - 15:25

Sibusiso Vilane Uncut

A Motivational & Inspiring talk by NEWF Congress Patron

13:30 - 14:20

The N.E.W Pitch

PROGRAMME

DURBAN BOTANIC GARDENS

Tuesday, 11th JULY 2017

ALL DAY REGISTRATION  I  REGISTRATION OPENS AT 8:00 

12:30 - 13:30  I  LUNCH

NEWF
CONGRESS

Nature, Environment & Wildlife Filmmakers Congress

Presentation on Worldwide Trends focussing on
Nature, Environment & Wildlife Content

Panelists:  Simphiwe Ngcobo: Production & Development Manager - KwaZulu-Natal Film Commision
Thando Shozi-Malanga:  Acting Head of Factual - SABC

Dimakatso Kgomo:  Film & Television Incentives - DTI

Panelists:  Michael Adams - Endangered Wildlife Trust
Zama Zwane - Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife

Grant Aggett-Cox - Umgeni River Bird Park

A look into the production, marketing and call-to-action campaign of this groundbreaking film on canned lion hunting.
Panelists:  Nick Chevallier, Lauren van Nijkerk and Nicola Gerrard

(Adventurer, Motivational Speaker, Author, Former Game Ranger and Head Scout of Scouts South Africa)

In this session Scientists and conservationists talk about their work and give filmmakers a new perspective on their fields of study focusing on Wildlife

Fashion by
KZN Fashion Council



9:30 - 10:20

Under the Baobab Tree

Panelists:  Joseph Oesi, Dylan Voogt and Sifiso Dladla

10:35 - 11:25

Dan Salerno

Key Note Address

15:40 - 16:30

New Perspectives: Scientist Tell Your Story
Environment, Climate and All Things Green

16:30

Sundowners & Botanic Walk*

* Walk by bookings ONLY - Limited Spaces Available

A walk through the oldest surviving Botanic Garden on the African continent 
and Durban’s oldest public institution.

11:40 - 12:30

Case Study
Delivering 4K Natural History Content in Bulk & on a Budget

14:35 - 15:25

Funding & Distribution:  Beyond The Technical
An International Perspective

13:30 - 14:20

The N.E.W Pitch

PROGRAMME

DURBAN BOTANIC GARDENS

Wednesday, 12th JULY 2017

ALL DAY REGISTRATION  I  REGISTRATION OPENS AT 8:00 

12:30 - 13:30  I  LUNCH

NEWF
CONGRESS

Nature, Environment & Wildlife Filmmakers Congress

The Mining Dilemma 

(Vice President of Programming for National Geographic Channels)

Panelists:  Megan Murison - Endangered Wildlife Trust
Musa Mkhize - Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife

Louise Duys - Wildlands Conservation Trust
Sershen Naidoo - University of KwaZulu-Natal

Presented by Off The Fence
Panelists:  Sherene Kingma & Charlie Luckock

Panelists:  Michael Rosenfeld & Dan Salerno

In this session Scientists and conservationists talk about their work and give filmmakers a new perspective on their fields of study focusing on the 
environment, the climate and Nature

Can the energy and mining sector provide resources without devastating nature?  Our filmmakers and actvists relate their experiences



9:30 - 10:20

Peter Lamberti

(CEO - Lion Mountain Media and Aquavision, Award Winning South African Producer and Cinematographer) 

10:35 - 11:25

Case Study
The Rhino Crisis

15:40 - 16:30

New Perspectives: Scientist Tell Your Story
Marine Expedition

17:30

The N.E.W Pitch Awards & Closing Cocktail*
* Invited Delegates ONLY  I  Hosted by Wildlands Conservation Trust

11:40 - 12:30

Under The Baobab Tree
Filming for Entertainment vs Call to Action

14:35 - 15:25

Funding & Distribution:  Beyond The Technical
Marketing, Distribution & Crowdfunding

13:30 - 14:20

The N.E.W Pitch

PROGRAMME

DURBAN BOTANIC GARDENS

Thursday, 13th JULY 2017

ALL DAY REGISTRATION  I  REGISTRATION OPENS AT 8:00 

12:30 - 13:30  I  LUNCH

NEWF
CONGRESS

Nature, Environment & Wildlife Filmmakers Congress

Inspiring The Next Generation of Natural History Filmmakers

Panelists:  Jean Harris - 
Tembisa Jordaan - Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife
Santosh Bechoo - Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife

A discussion around the Pros and Cons of producing Natural History and environmental content for entertainment vs call-to-action.
Panelists:  Sherene Kingma - Off The Fence

Peter Lamberti - Lion Mountain Media & Aquavision
Jolynn Minnaar - Filmmaker (Unearthed)

Panelists:  Yvette Taylor - Director of The Lawrence Anthony Earth Organisation
David Bozas - Wildlife Consultant and Board Member on The Lawrence Anthony Earth Organisation

Cedric Coetzee - Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife Head of Rhino Security

Panelists:  Patrick Schofield - Thundafund (Crowdfunding)
Sherene Kingma - Off The Fence Distribution
Peter Lamberti - Lion Mountain Media (VOD)

In this session Scientists and conservationists talk about their work and give filmmakers a new perspective on their fields of study focusing on the 
Marine Life.
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The N.E.W Pitch is a category of the NEWF Development Fund, dedicated to 
DISCOVERING THE NEXT GENERATION OF NATURE, ENVIRONMENT & 

WILDLIFE FILMMAKERS and targeted towards emerging and student filmmakers in 
order to provide them with pitching experience and the opportunity to win a

production grant to produce a short documentary film. 

Proposals are entered from which 8 finalist filmmakers are selected to pitch in the 
N.E.W Pitch programme during the Congress. Four winners are chosen to receive a 

production grant of R 50 000 each to produce their short documentary film in
addition to being afforded mentorship and incubation opportunities.   These four 

short films will form part of a TV documentary for distribution.  

The aim is to pitch engaging, innovative and inspirational natural history,
environmental, conservation and adventure stories.  The winning filmmakers will be 
required to pduce their short films within a year and will have access to mentorship 
opportunities conducted by industry professionals during this period. Importantly, 

the objective is to provide these emerging filmmakers with the necessary skills-set to 
produce documentary shorts, features and series.  

 
A call for submissions detailing specific guidelines was publicised prior to the

hosting of the congress.

THE N.E.W PITCH
Documentary Short Pitching Competition

FINALISTS
Fidel Tshivhasa 

Project:  Seeking Giants
Hlengiwe Kasozi

Project:  Mother Earth
Julia Ramsay

Project:  Full Moon
Mikhale Singh

Project:  Leap of Faith - Pickersgill’s Reed Frog
Pandora Long

Project:  Edendale...Valley of Flowers, Birthplace of Rivers
Philani Khowa

Project:  Izimpisi
QThom Ombeni

Project:  People of Sibudu
Shivan Parusnath

Project:  Illegal Trade in Reptiles

The finalists were each given 15 minutes (incl. Q & A) to pitch their project before a
judging panel.



THE N.E.W PITCH JUDGING PANEL

JACKIE MOTSEPE
Chief Operating Officer - Kwazulu-Natal Film Commission

THANDO SHOZI
Acting Head of Factual - SABC

Thando Shozi has 22 years of experience and strengths that encompass team
leadership in programme making from idea through production to screen. Quick at 

grasping new ideas and concepts, she has been key in developing the Factual 
strategy; innovative programming and creative content solutions. Currently, she is 

teh Acting Head of Genre (factual) at the SABC, managing the team of 
Commissioning Editors who deliver content to SABC platforms. Acting as editorial 
head and driving the unit strategy in line with public broadcasting service mandates.

Jacqueline Motsepe has over 15 years’ experience across a broad spectrum of film, 
marketing, communications, promotions and events management, both in South 
Africa and overseas.  She has served as overall Co-Chairperson of the South Afri-
can Film and Television Awards.  She was appointed as President of the Jury Video 
Films and Television Series at the Pan African Film Festival FESPACO Ouagadou-
gou, Burkina Faso; appointed the Head of Jury for Feature Films at the African 

International Film Festival, Calabar, Nigeria.
Currently as the COO of the KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission, she is responsible for 
enhancing the sector and industry development through trade and investment in 
the creative industry and to promote and market the province of KwaZulu-Natal as 

a choice film destination.



LAUREN VAN NIJKERK
Deputy Director of Marketing - Wildlands

PETER LAMBERTI
Cinematographer & CEO - Lion Mountain Media

Founder and CEO of both Lion Mountain Media and Aquavision TV Productions, 
Peter leads his team with skill and enthusiasm in their endless pursuit of new stories, 
ideas, business opportunities and partnerships. Peter’s vision and creative drive is 
the foundation on which the success of both companies rests.  Peter Lamberti is an 
established and award winning South African cinematographer who has produced 
natural history content for National Geographic, Smithsonium Channel, Animal 

Planet, Discovery Channel, MNET and SABC amongst others.

Lauren van Nijkerk is the Deputy Director of Marketing at Wildlands Conservation 
Trust.  She develops and implements marketing, communications and brand 

strategies for the Trust including the powerful, international feature-
documentary – Blood Lions™. The film secured a Global Distribution Agreement 
and broadcast deals and the Facebook page linked to the film has a following of 

more than 50 000 followers and an annual reach of around 86 million people.
Wildlands has grown to become one of South Africa’s leading environmental NGO’s. 
Their programmes are complimentary and all contribute towards their core focus of 

building robust ecosystems that underwrite human wellbeing and sustainable 
development.

06
THE N.E.W. PITCH

continued...
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The winning concepts selected by a judging panel of industry professionals at 
the inaugural Congress were:

Seeking Giants by Fidel Tshivhasa
A story about Humpback whales along Durban’s coastline. 

Funded by:  Wildlands

Edendale…Valley of Flowers, Birthplace of Rivers 
by Pandora Long and EnviroChamps

A group of Enviro Champs set out to protect their environment
Funded by KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission

Leap of Faith by Mikhale Singh
A story about the endangered Pickersgill’s Reed Frog

Funded by KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission

Illegal Trade in South African Reptiles by Shivan Parusnath
A focus on the Sungazer Lizard

Funded by KZN Department of Economic Development, Tourism and
Environmental Affairs Youth Desk

An exciting prospect for the future is that the 4 selected winners are previously 
disadvantaged South Africans from diverse backgrounds and experience, namely, 

2 film school graduates, a young scientist completing his Phd and a youth 
community conservation organisation.

The winners were announced at the Closing Night event.

WINNERS
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The Luangwa River flows through Zambia for 500 

miles. It is a river of extremes - in the wet 
season it is a flooded valley and in the dry 
season, it dwindles to a dry riverbed. A few 

straggling pools are all that is left. These pools 
become crammed with hippos, pushed to the 

limit by the heat and lack of water, and 
surrounded by a large population of crocodiles, 
waiting to claim the next victim of a hippo fight. 

A large pride of lions patrols the riverbanks. They 
have young cubs and their mother is on a 

constant quest to feed them.  As the 
temperature rises and the resources dwindle, 
these three species are locked in a struggle to 
survive. In a final showdown, a lioness, a hippo 
and a crocodile collide head-on on the parched 

banks of the mighty Luangwa. 

A  Peter Lamberti Film

The Opening Night of the inaugural NEWF Congress was held in the gardens of 
the Botanic Gardens and included an open air screening of Deadly Summer fol-
lowed by a fashion show (hosted by the KwaZulu-Natal Fashion Council), dinner & 

cocktails.

Delegates and invited guests were welcomed by Sibusiso Vilane.
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       N.E.W PITCH AWARDS AND THE

NATURE, ENVIRONMENT & WILDLIFE FILMMAKERS CONGRESS
CLOSING COCKTAIL
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THIS EVENT IS MADE POSSIBLE BY

DATE:  Thursday, 13th July 2017
TIME:  17:00 for 17:30

VENUE:  Angra Pequena, Trawlers Wharf

The NEWF Congress closing 
night cocktail and N.E.W Pitch 

Awards was hosted by 
Wildlands at the M.Y Angra 

Pequena site in Trawlers Wharf, 
Durban Harbour.

It was a successful closing to 
the inaugural NEWF Congress 
and was enjoyed by all who 

attended.

The M.Y. Angra Pequena is a unique platform for marine research, scientific training 
and conservation, and is capable of deployment of standard marine research
instruments and equipment. She is also the platform for the Ocean Stewards 

Program that aims to inspire young students to follow careers in marine science and 
communication. The primary goal for M.Y. Angra Pequena is to support research, 
training and conservation expeditions that build knowledge and awareness of our 

oceans and contribute to sound decision-making for the conservation of our oceans.
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“I have been talking so much about this congress to so many because I think it’s a 
great initiative that must grow”.

- Thando Shozi, SABC Acting Head of Factual

“I wanted to thank you for the opportunity to attend and present at your conference. 
I believe that it is extremely beneficial to showcase the work scientists are doing to 

emerging filmmakers”.
- Megan Murison - Senior Field Officer, EWT

“Thanks again for everything during the trip.  The conference, the hospitality, the 
excursion to the parks.  So many stories to tell folks back home”.

- Dan Salerno, National Geographic

 “I thought the congress was a huge success and a great way to kick start the 
industry in South Africa. Hopefully it will grow and become an essential part of the 

calendar, thank you for allowing Sherene and I to be a part of it”. 
- Charlie Luckock, Off The Fence South Africa

Thank you so much for having us at the Congress, I really enjoyed it and found it 
very worthwhile (especially in terms of networking). I definitely feel it is a valuable 

event and there is scope to increase the impact of the congress going forward. I’m 
sure the EWT would like to even more involved in the Congress next year”.

 - Michael Adams, Wildlife in Trade, EWT 
 

“I would thank all of you for what you are doing, this is great... it is hitting the need 
at grass roots level. I was moved to see and hear some of these young filmmakers 
especially the previously disadvantaged that come from poorer areas. It is easy to 

make environmental films when you money and facilities at your disposal, but when 
you have nothing …it takes a whole lot more.  Lets see how we can assist to take this 

to the next level. Well done to your whole team”.
- Peter Lamberti, CEO - Lion Mountain Media

“Well done on the festival – I have heard very positive feedback”.
-  Carol Coetzee, Chief Executive Officer, KwaZulu-Natal Film Commissio.

“It was a really good platform around filming and conservation awareness”. 
- Nicola Gerrard, Love Africa Marketing 

“We felt incredibly proud to be represented. 
Congratulations on a really excellent event”!

- Louise Duys, Wildlands 

“An outstanding job with the congress – the sessions were inspirational and insight-
ful, and the panels you selected were nothing short of amazing”.

- Lauren Van Nijkerk, Wildlands

“THANK YOU for the opportunity to engage with your vibrant and passionate com-
munity – we are hoping to forge stronger links and partnerships as we go forward”.

Dr Jean Harris, Wildlands

 “What a delight it was for me to be part of the Congress...It was an honour indeed”.
- Sibusiso Vilane, NEWF Congress Patron
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DELEGATES

“It was a great experience, very educational and inspirational. have put my name 
down to be part of this next year.”

“Really I thought it was world class- and the right size for what we have. As the wild-
life film industry grows the conference will organically grow. I thought it was 

excellent”.

“Amazing newcomers, content and new ideas - the eagerness of the teams was 
inspiring. great feedback from the judges, amazing sessions”.

“I liked everything from opening, entertainment, presentations, case studies, pitch 
almost everything i learnt a lot more from beginning to end the closing was excellent 

i was impressed and i wish to be part of every events of NEWF”

“The variety of Speakers, from Environmentalists, Rangers, Filmmakers experienced 
& newbies. Having DTI, NFVF & SABC there.  All amazing”.

“Good content balance (scientists, broadcasters and filmmakers). It was an intimate 
event - easier for delegates to mingle”.

“Location, high networking opportunities and entertainment. Honestly the fact that it 
was small was the best part - comparing it to other markets I thought this was better: 

breathing space, better food, better conversations”.

“Informative, a great networking opportunity, great speakers”.

“The openness and accessibility of the expert speakers was great. Plus a good 
network to keep with you with lots of information”.

“It covered everything and anything a new emerging and even established wildlife 
filmmaker would be interested in. It was very interesting and great new knowledge 

was in every part”.

“Great programme lineup and a professionally packaged event”!

“Calibre of Panels and topic were relevant”.

“The industry speakers were incredibly knowledgeable and conveyed a lot of good 
information on historic and future trends”.
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The Nature, Environment and Wildlife Filmmakers Congress is an annual gathering 
designed for passionate, like-minded yet original filmmakers around the world to 
forge new relationships, build on those already formed, innovate and move towards 

further development in natural history content creation using Africa as the key
landmark.

The NEWF Congress further aims to inspire African filmmakers to bring life to their 
stories through film, the celebrations, binding connections and plight of our nature, 
environment and wildlife and ultimately distribute these stories to film festivals and 

broadcasters world over.

CONTACT
Pragna Parsotam-Kok

Congress Director
072 437 5090  /  064 294 0669

pragna@newf.co.za

Noel Kok
Programmes Director

072 253 7264

www.newf.co.za newfcongress @newfcongress


